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D4a.3 Prototypic Implementation of the Smart Citizen Assistant

Executive Summary
Smart Citizen Assistant (SCA) is a platform for providing access to data in smart cities. As opposed to the open data platforms, the goal here is to provide an infrastructure for making secured and personal data available in a city to its residents, city administrators and businesses.
This makes it possible to open up a new market for innovative use of data. In order to make
this possible, APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) are implemented, which are controlled channels for the dissemination of data. API management is the process of publishing,
promoting and overseeing application programming interfaces (APIs) in a secure, scalable environment. It also includes the creation of end user support resources that define and document the API. The goal of API management is to allow an organization that publishes an API to
monitor the interface’s lifecycle and make sure the needs of developers and applications using
the API are being met. This document describes a prototypic implementation of the smart
citizen assistant.
SCA is basically a central server component, which can be accessed and used by applications
requiring data. However, it also comes with a browser application, which represents a window
to the backend infrastructure. As the browser application is the only component visible to the
users of SCA, we describe the functionality of SCA based on the browser application.
The SCA enables all involved stakeholders (data publishers, application developers and data
consumers) to publish and access data in a controlled manner. Workflows are defined to add
new data to the database, to make selected datasets available to the public through defined
interfaces and for the management of users, rights and responsibilities. From a legal perspective, the publisher of the data must ensure that the data made available through the API do
not violate existing laws and regulations governing data privacy. Similarly, the developer of the
Apps must ensure that the data consumed through the API is used for legitimate reasons respecting the users’ privacy requirements.
Smart citizen assistant is a software component which needs resources for operation and
maintenance. In order to make this component available after the runtime of the project, resources must be assigned and allocated for continuous operation, maintenance, updates and
upgrades.
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Abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

ASCR

Aspern Smart City Research

BI

Business Intelligence

CSV

Comma Separated Values

DB

Database

DC

Data Concentrator

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

KB

Knowledge Base

MDM

Meter Data Management

MDMS

Meter Data Management System

MQ

Message Queue

PLC

Programmable logic controller

ReST

Representational State Transfer

SCA

Smart Citizen Assistant

SG

Smart Grid

SUL

Smart Urban Lab

UDA

Unified Data Architecture

UI

User Interface

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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1 Introduction
Transform+ is a research project funded by „Klima- und Energiefonds“, as part of the Austrian
research funding agency FFG. The goal of the project is to prepare and operationalize the contributions of the EU project „TRANSFORM“1 in the city of Vienna. One of the outputs of the
project will be implementation plans for pilot projects in "Liesing-Groß Erlaa" and "aspern Seestadt" (Smart Urban Labs).
As part of this project, a "Smart Citizen Assistant" is to be designed for aspern Seestadt, which
is a platform for making smart city data available to the residents. The aim is to provide a novel
interface through which relevant data can be accessed individually and in a timely manner.

1.1

Project Status

As planned in the project proposal for Transform+, the work package 4A is working according
to the planned schedule. As it can be seen in Figure 1, this deliverable is the third deliverable
of the work package, where the prototypic implementation of the smart citizen assistant is
described. The previous deliverables are available online2.

Figure 1. An excerpt of the planned deliverables of the project and the current status.

___
1
2
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1.2

Purpose of this document

This document describes the prototypic implementation of the smart citizen assistant. This
includes the choice of concrete technology, programming languages and libraries. The components described in this document are the one chosen for the prototypic implementation. There
are of course several other alternatives, which have not been tested/analyzed in this context.

1.3

Contents of this document

This document is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we describe the technical implementation of the smart citizen assistant- including the technologies we have chosen. Chapter 3 describes the different workflows for the primary stakeholders (developers and data publishers).
Chapter 4 describes some APIs that are currently integrated in the smart citizen assistant for
demonstration purposes. Chapter 5 summarizes the document and presents the conclusions.
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2 Implementation of the Smart Citizen Assistant (SCA)
The smart citizen assistant considers the required functionality of all of the involved stakeholders and the flow of data through the system as described in the requirements document
(Deliverable 4a.1) and the architecture document (Deliverable 4a.2). By balancing the concerns
of the data publishers, developers and end-users, and describing how they are addressed in
the current implementation, we demonstrate the feasibility of the solution.

2.1

Overview of the System

SCA is basically consists of a central server component, which can be accessed and used by
applications requiring data. However, it also comes with a browser application, which represents a window to the backend infrastructure. As the browser application is the only component visible to the users of SCA, we describe the functionality of SCA based on the browser
application.

Figure 2 Overview of the prototypic implementation of Smart Citizen Assistant

2.1.1

Central Server Component

The central server component contains all the essential services provided by SCA. These are
hosted on a Glassfish open source application server. To store login information of users as
well as registered APIs, Services and Consumer, a H2 database is therefore directly connected
to the component. The interfaces provided for the frontend communication as well as the
communication with the back end services are defined as RESTful, which is described in Chap-

10
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ter 2.2.1, via the Jersey framework. For a secured access to the registered services and provided interfaces, OAuth, which is described in Chapter 2.2.2, in form of the Apache Oltu library is
implemented.

2.1.2

Backend Data Sources

One main use case is for publishers to be able to integrate already existing services in the SCA.
This section describes the reverse proxy architecture used in the SCA as a means to satisfy this
requirement.
External service integration should be seamless for the publisher. In particular it should not be
necessary to create a new forwarding service for each external service. To this end the SCA
offers a generic reverse proxy implementation which is easily configurable to support external
REST services. Just like a (forward) proxy, a reverse proxy also acts as an intermediary between
an HTTP client and an HTTP server, i.e., REST service. The difference is the reverse proxy acting
as a frontend specific to the REST service: a client requests a resource from the reverse proxy,
which in turn asks the REST service for this resource on behalf of the client. The REST service
processes the request and sends the response to the reverse proxy, which forwards the response to the client. The client is not aware of the REST service itself, only of the reverse
proxy.
By using the reverse proxy architecture the SCA allows simple REST service integration with
minimal implementation effort for the publisher and the SCA, while still being able to utilize all
SCA features for the REST service.

Reverse Proxy
Internet

Client

Target REST Service

Figure 3 Overview of a reverse proxy scenario – as it is used in SCA for integrating existing REST services.

2.1.3

Frontend Browser Component

For the frontend browser component two major frameworks were used (JSF and Bootstrap) as
well as an extending library (PrimeFaces). JavaServer Faces3 (JSF) extends the usual HTML coding of websites and works as the main glue between the visible overview and interaction with
___
3
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the central server component. Bootstrap4, the most popular HTML, CSS and JavaScript framework, provides a lot of predefined styles which helps designing a responsive web layout in addition to some special page elements like the picture-carousel. PrimeFaces5, with their open
source user interface component library for JSF, takes place in more advanced technical illustrations of objects like the visualization graph or auto completion (multi-)select boxes.
The frontend of the SCA is a presentation window for the public – for all data publishers and
developers wishing to consume the services. It is therefore a source of information and a platform for driving the data-driven economy.

Figure 4 Start page of the Smart Citizen Assistant on a browser

2.2

Technologies in Use

In this section, we describe some of the key technologies that have been used for the implementation of the SCA.

___
4
5
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2.2.1

REST Services

REST defines a set of architectural principles by which you can design Web services that focus
on a system's resources, including how resource states are addressed and transferred over
HTTP by a wide range of clients written in different languages. REST is not dependent on any
protocol, but almost every RESTful service uses HTTP as its underlying protocol.
A RESTful application follows the client-server architectural style. It achieves a strong separation of concerns and reduces the basic concerns like portability. With this style it’s much more
likely to get an application running on various clients. Also if the user interface is separated by
the data it’s a much higher improve in scalability, because of the possibility in load balancing as
well as independent evolving by the separated servers. In addition to that, it’s possible to develop the server and client completely independent, as long as a well-defined interface exists.
REST is stateless. Stateless means that every client-server interaction needs the whole information, necessary to interpret the request, contained in the transaction and can’t be read of
any stored context on the server. To realize this constraint the complete session state needs to
be kept entirely on the client. One of the great advantages of stateless communication is the
possible scalability. Because in every request there has to be all the needed information (which
also states the visibility), it’s quite easy to perform load balancing.
REST treats objects on the server-side as resources which can be access by calling URL’s via the
protocols (e.g. HTTP) methods. So it is basically a way of formatting URL’s of a Web Service.
Let’s take a newsfeed for example to clarify more in detail the actual use of REST. If a RESTful
Web Service based on HTTP is implemented on a server “<server>” the following paths would
need to be implemented for a basic newsfeed Service:
GET <server>/news - all news from the newsfeed are accessed at once
GET <server>/news/<id> - a specific news can be accessed via an unique id
POST <server>/news - a new entry in the newsfeed is created
REST has a very wide spread range of use, because it provides a much more light weight style
than complex mechanisms like RPC or SOAP. Even if REST has quite simple principles and could
be implemented with not much effort with standard features, a lot of frameworks exist for it.
For example Jersey6 is a popular and stable framework and also used in the implementation of
SCA. RESTlet7 is quite similar to Jersey, but with some specific up- and downsides and Django8
is an example of non-java rest framework.

2.2.2

OAuth 2.0

The OAuth 2.0 authorization framework enables a third-party application to obtain limited
access to an HTTP service, either on behalf of a resource owner by orchestrating an approval
interaction between the resource owner and the HTTP service, or by allowing the third-party
application to obtain access on its own behalf. According to the OAuth specific RFC6749 there
are the following roles included in an OAuth workflow:
___
6
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Resource Owner controls the protected resources and grants access to them to Consumers.
Resource Server stores the protected resources. It regulates access to a user’s information
from protected resource requests by using access tokens.
Client (Consumer) is the application wants to get access to some protected resource of the
user. Therefore it needs to get permission via the Service Provider from the user.
Authorization Server issues access tokens to Clients, when they authenticate successfully.

Figure 5 Adoption of OAuth 2.0 for authorization in SCA

2.3

Levels of Data Privacy

Based on the sensitivity of the data involved, we classify the data sets in four different categories.

2.3.1

Open Data

Publicly available information that is lawfully made available to the public by governments and
other organizations are referred to as open data. Such data is freely available to everybody. It
is not protected or secured by any means – which means the identity of the data user need not
be checked. Application of security polices for protecting the data is not required by definition.
Examples of such data are:
Data about city transportation services, museums, population data, trees in a city, bridges
in a city etc.
Historical data published in reports, and public documents.
Election results, statistics about government services etc.
There are several solutions and data platforms serving open data – at the level of governments, regions, NGOs and INGOs. Examples are city data platforms in Aarhus, Amsterdam,
Cairo, Dubai, Edinburgh, Malaga, Barcelona, Songdo, Yokohama, Vienna, etc. Several NGOs like
European Union Smart Cities Stakeholder Platform, Meeting of the Minds, MESH Cities, etc are
also involved in open data initiatives. Similarly several companies in the private sector also

14
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offer such data platform solutions, e.g., Schneider, IBM, Oracle, Siemens, invensys, Cisco, Thales, etc.

2.3.2

Secured Data

This is a class of data that requires certain form of authentication for access to data and applications. This can take different forms, e.g., login in a web form in the simplest form to digital
signatures and PKI Security to ensure data compliance. There may be different reasons to secure this class of data, e.g., restricted access to selected set of users and applications, business
models to provide access to paying members, etc. Examples of such data are:
Weather data, energy data or any other company-specific that is up for sale.
Data that has been analyzed for a certain purpose and made available for specifictasks/projects, e.g., patterns of mobile users movement, density of cars in a certain area at
a certain time etc.
Currently, such data is shared between the relevant stakeholders in a point-to-point basis and
there is no central platform or infrastructure for making these available to third-parties.
Using the SCA it is possible to share such data under secure premises and made them available
to selected users.

2.3.3

Personal Data

"Personal data" means data relating to a living individual who is or can be identified either
from the data or from the data in conjunction with other information that is in, or is likely to
come into, the possession of the data controller. There are different ways in which an individual can be considered 'identifiable'. A person's full name is an obvious likely identifier. But a
person can also be identifiable from other information, including a combination of identification elements such as physical characteristics, pseudonyms occupation, address etc.
In many cases, it makes sense to process personal data for the benefits of the person who
owns the data. For example:
Energy consumption data from smart meters, water and gas meters etc.
Mobility patterns, shopping behavior etc
However, it is important that all data privacy rights of the individual are respected in such cases. This means, an explicit consent of the user is required before data can flow – this is supported by SCA through an end-user login system which ensures that only the owner of the data
has access to the data.

2.3.4

Critical Data

Critical infrastructure are the assets, systems, and networks, whether physical or virtual, that
their incapacitation or destruction would have a debilitating effect on security, national economic security, national public health or safety, or any combination thereof. Data that comes
from such infrastructure elements are referred to as critical data and are not handled by SCA.
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2.4

Licensing Issues

In today's technology-rich environment, companies increasingly recognize the value of data as
a business asset that should be protected and can be exploited through licensing to third parties. Because data may be protected by one or more IP right, a third party's use of data requires a license from the data owner or a sublicense from a party licensed by the owner to
grant sublicenses to the data. While similar in some respects to other types of IP licenses, data
licenses present several unique licensing issues concerning data ownership and use; ant the
treatment of original, derived and usage data. A data license should also address the manner
of delivery, maintenance and control of the data, as well as data security policies, practices and
protocols, in particular where the data comprises personal or sensitive financial, technical or
commercial information.
REST API publishers are in a similar situation as Open Data publishers. The exposed data is
owned by different people or entities and data comes from different sources. Publishers often
want to protect their data to avoid misuse or undesired use. Publishers might define misuse
differently. Therefore publishers should attach a license to their data to control and regulate
data usage.

The license text data
consumers have to agree
to before using the API

Figure 6 Submitting a licence to the SCA

It is best practice for Open Data Portals to specify a license. The SCA implements and enforces
this best practice also for REST APIs. However REST APIs do not only offer Open Data but also
Secure or Personal data. These privacy levels often demand a different legal handling than
Open Data.
Data consumers on the other side need to accept the license of the data sources they want to
use. Since developers are usually not lawyers the process of reading the licenses of individual
data sources and understanding their implications is not only tedious but involve also great
potential for misinterpretation.

16
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The usage of well understood and standardized licenses for data publication frees the data
publisher from the task of license creation and the data consumer from the risk of misinterpretation. Thus we recommend data publishers of the SCA to use one of the following standardized licenses when providing their REST APIs. Nevertheless publishers can still license their APIs
and data under their own custom license. Thus the SCA supports both methods: standardized
licenses as well as custom licenses if the publisher sees a need.
The SCA supports the process of publishing a REST API under some license and takes care of
data consumers agreeing to them before being able to use the API. The SCA acts as a mediator
between data publisher and data consume.

We are now summarizing the most relevant licenses. For the legally binding full license texts
please refer to the corresponding websites.
Creative Commons (CC)
Creative Commons9 hosts a set of licenses where its users can choose a suitable license along
two dimensions:
Allow commercial usage of the work (yes/no)
Allow adaptations of your work to be shared? (Yes/No/Yes, as long as others share alike)
All creative commons licenses require attribution: „the user must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made“. Attribution License (ODC-By)
Open Data Commons Attribution License (ODC-By)
The Open Data Commons Attribution License10 allows data to be shared, created, and adapted
as long as any public use of the data is accompanied with the license.
Open Domain Public Domain Dedication and License (PDDL)11
With this license the data publisher gives away the data to the public domain.
Open Data Commons Open Database License (ODbL)
Addtionally to ODC-By the ODbL12 requires the data user to redistribute any derived and publicly used data again under the OBdL.
Custom license
Many commercial REST API providers put their APIs under custom licenses. Within the scope of
SCA data publishers are also offered to upload their own licenses together with their
APIs/services.
___
9
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3 Implementation of Workflows
In this section, we describe the different workflows (interactions with the SCA) by three user
groups (anonymous users – public access, data publishers and developers).

3.1

Interaction with the Public (Anonymous)

Even when the user is not logged in, she is able to interact with the SCA and explore the different services available through the website. This is primarily for informative purposes. The
anonymous user is not able to access real data or add any content to the website.

Figure 7 Frequently asked questions are accessible to the anonymous user.
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3.1.1

Explorer

The explorer displays the different APIs and services available through the website. It is organized such that, the use can click on one of the APIs- and sees the corresponding services automatically filtered based on the API selection.

Figure 8 The API explorer as a window to the APIs and services deployed in the backend.

3.1.2

Search

In addition to the automated filtering of associated services and consumer apps, the API explorer also provides functionality to search for APIs and services based on names, descriptions,
tags and annotations provided by the API publisher.

Search is based on keywords, descriptions and
tags used to describe the
APIs and services.

Figure 9 The API explorer as a search engine.
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3.1.3

Testing

The publisher of the data access services also provide a test URL and the parameters for retrieving test data. This allows the users of SCA to “play” with the data and understand the data
provided by the service.

Test URL and parameters
for retrieving test data.

Testing the JSON Reponses
of the service

Figure 10 Testing the accessibility of the service: machine readable response in JSON.

Example visualization of
the data received from
the service

Figure 11 Testing the accessibility of the service: human readable response visualized as a graph.
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3.2

Publisher, Developer and Application Administration

The smart citizen assistant takes care of administering the different users, their roles and responsibilities. This means, every stakeholder must register herself before being able to add
content or use the APIs for developing apps.
Developer Data Management: Data about the registered developers, who are entitled to
use the API and services to access the data.
End-user Data Management: Data about the end-users who use the APPs and who have
given their consent to use or process their personal data.
Publisher Data Management: Data about the publishers of the data, including their declaration of why they are allowed to publish the data.
Service Data Management: Data about the available services, their deployment locations
etc.

Details of the user

Role of the user

Figure 12 Users (publishers and developers) must register to the Smart Citizen Assistant.

3.3

Publisher Interactions

The publisher is presented with features of the SCA for adding new APIs and their descriptions.
Together with the API, the publisher also submits one or more implementations of the API in
the form of REST service to provide the data. These services can either be locally hosted within
the smart citizen assistant or be existing services running in other systems.
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Predefined or custom
licenses that require
consumer agreement

Publishers describe the
purpose of the API.

Publishers describe the
content in more detail.

Figure 13 API Definition and Publishing – together with the description and example usage data.

Path where the service
will be available

Specify the API implemented by the service.

Figure 14 Submitting a service – implementing a selected API.
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3.4

Developer Interactions

Every developer wishing to access data through the SCA must be registered. After registration,
she subscribes to an API and access the data using the provided credentials.
A screenshot of the Application submission form is depicted in Figure 15. The developer specifies the name of the application and provides a short description. A redirect URL is provided as
an additional security feature to prevent cross site request forgery. Then the developer can
specify the APIs it uses by selecting them from the list of APIs published by the SCA.

A redirect URL ensures
that the response from
SCA is sent to the registered application only.
Developers describe the
content and purpose of
the application.

Specify the APIs used by
the application.

Figure 15. Submitting a consumer- utilizing several APIs
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4 Demo APIs
This section lists and explains several demo APIs which are already implemented and integrated or partly integrated into the SCA.

4.1

Smart Meter Data API

The REST API is the underlying interface for connecting the mobile app to the SCA framework.
In general the Smart Citizen Assistant platform has to provide two interfaces:
REST API Master Data - API for login, user profile, master data, devices, etc.
REST API metering values - API exclusively for querying measured values
The REST API metering values and master data are stateless and hold no session with the client. At each call, a HTTP Authorization header with valid credentials must be specified. In case
of missing or invalid credentials a HTTP 401 status code is returned. Only a valid Authentication
REST API can be used.
For the development of this web service according to the Representational State Transfer
(REST) architectural style specification JSR-311 JAX-RS is used. As JAX-RS framework Jersey13 is
used. The HTTP body content is represented in JSON format to the Jackson14 JSON parser
which will convert Java objects to JSON and vice versa.

4.1.1

Data Model

The figure below describes the data model of the demo app. The mobile app comes with two
different views for presenting the consumption data (MeterdataValues) within the selected
time interval (15 min values, daily values, monthly values) cumulative, or time series
The user profile consists of the credentials which are needed for Authentication and personal
settings which have to be stored persistently. The “Loadprofile” entity represents the load
profile of the current user and the “ReferenceProfile” represents a third-party load profile
which supports comparison functions.

4.1.2

Test API master data

This interface provides information for example about the customer in person, the used device, given feedback. The following table shows view possible examples of application functions in general:
___
13
14
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ID

Ressource

Description

1

GET /consumerinstallations

provides master data of a user profile

2

GET /installationdates

provides the installation date of a smart meter

3

GET /declarationofconsents

provides the status of privacy declaration

4

GET /equivalences

provides textual equivalents to consumption
values

5

GET /faqs

provides list of frequently asked questions

4.1.3

REST API metering values

This interface provides different functions around energy consumption values of a measure
point. The table below shows some examples of possible functions:
ID

Resource

Beschreibung

1

GET /values/<GP>/<id>

provides every consumption value in
kWh of a specific measure point

2

GET /referenceprofiles

provides a description of a norm load
profile

3

GET /referenceprofiles/values/<id>

provides consumption values for a
specific norm load profile

4.1.4

Data accessibility constraints

In general personal data can be only accessed with mobile clients by prior authentication and
authorization. The appropriate credentials are passed to the SCA framework. The further process follows as described in Chapter 4.
Beside this common data access mode, the mobile app provides a demo mode. In this demo
mode every application function can be tried out without needing any credentials.
The demo function is not implemented as application logic separately. It is realized at the data
level. The demo function uses the same application logic as with a default customer. Thus, no
additional application logic must be implemented and tested, and the user has access to all of
the application functions, available with a full registration, within the demo mode.
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4.1.5

Data Security Considerations

The responsible handling of personal data is a major concern of the working group. Therefore
the data between the mobile terminals and the SCA platform will be transmitted with SSL encryption at any time.
Downloaded and personalized consumptions values are stored in a secure local database, this
is done on the one hand to ensures that the mobile application works without data connection
and on the other hand, to ensure that the database is deleted after each logoff, thus ensuring
that no user can view consumption data of a different customer.

4.2

Weather Data API

The example weather API provides historical data for cities for a given postal code. The postal
code of the smart meter customer can be used to lookup the weather of the current user, who
is trying to use the app.
The currently deployed service implements the same API as “OpenWeatherMap”15, which is an
open source weather API The free version allows 1200 API calls per minute and a history of
one day. Commercial options with more features are available as well. Examples for other
REST weather services with global coverage are the Wunderlist Weather API16, the Weather
Channel API17, or the yr.no API18.
By implementing the same API we can switch to OpenWeatherMap in the future easily without
abusing the original service. Our own implementation allows us decoupled testing of different
software components. While OpenWeatherMap provides several APIs to gather current or
historical weather data as well as forecasts, for our current test purposes the current weather
API is sufficient.
ID

Resource

Beschreibung

1

GET
/api/weather?q=Vienna,at&lang=de

Returns the current weather conditions (temperature, wind, humidity, rain, clouds, …) of a place
(Vienna in this example) formatted in JSON

Example response of the weather API:
{"coord":{
"lon":16.37,"lat":48.21},
"sys":{
"message":0.0182,

___
15

http://openweathermap.org/
http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/d/docs
17
http://www.wunderground.com/weather/api/
18
http://api.yr.no/weatherapi/documentation
16
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"country":"AT",
"sunrise":1432004983,
"sunset":1432060335},
"weather":[
{"id":500,
"main":"Rain",
"description":"leichter Regen",
"icon":"10d"}],
"base":"stations",
"main":{
"temp":293.609,
"temp_min":293.609,
"temp_max":293.609,
"pressure":978.18,
"sea_level":1020.77,
"grnd_level":978.18,
"humidity":79},
"wind":{
"speed":2.61,
"deg":276.001},
"clouds":{"all":20},
"rain":{"3h":0.605},
"dt":1432024580,
"id":2761369,
"name":"Vienna",
"cod":200}

4.3

Open Government Data Wien REST API

Open Data Portals offer a great wealth of data also useful for the SCA. For a citizen government data can be interesting. Vienna operates the “Open Government Data Wien”19 platform:
“an open and transparent system that makes city data available to the public for their further
use […] Relevant data range from statistics and geographic data or traffic and transport to economic figures”20. All data is published under a Create Commons License CC BY 3.0 AT21 – the
data can be used without further restriction, given the source is attributed clearly.
Open data catalogs or portals usually provide documents where data is usually organized by
domain. For example statistical data regarding population and energy consumption is usually
split in two documents. While data quality of the OGD Vienna platform is often high, to get all
data of one district over all domains users still need to integrate different documents themselves.
REST style APIs usually provide all data regarding one resource in one document (see Section
2.2.1 for details). With our implementation of the OGD Vienna REST API we exemplify this data
___
19

http://data.wien.gv.at/
https://open.wien.gv.at/site/open-government-data-in-vienna-2/
21
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/at/deed.de
20
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integration and subsequent data publishing tasks for Open Data in general. We even aim one
step further for publishing the OGD data as Linked Open Data.
To make data consumption easy for as many apps and services as possible we publish the data
in the JSON-LD format22. JSON-LD is a JSON-based serialization for Linked Data and thus allows
users of both JSON and Semantic Web/Linked Data tools to consume the OGD Vienna data.
The process of data extraction, integration, and publication for statistical data from OGD Vienna is organized in 3 steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Download the CSV file from the OGD portal
Identify a suitable key column, i.e., some identifier for the city, district, or sub-district
Convert the CSV table to RDF
Import the RDF result to a RDF triple store containing RDF data from previous data imports
5. Export the RDF data grouped by spatial context as JSON-LD files
6. Publish JSON-LD files on a web server and thus implement a simple REST service
Consuming data from this REST service is then a simple HTTP GET with no parameters (the first
two digits determine the district, while the last two digits determine the Zählbezirk):
ID

Resource

Beschreibung

1

GET /ogdwien/ZBEZ-0101.json

Returns all data available for Zählbezirk 1 in the first
district of Vienna

The following source code fragment shows a part of the JSON-LD response document. This first
part is concerned with the spatial context ogdwien:ZBEZ-0101 which is a unique identifier of
one specific Zählbezirk (sub-district) in the first district of Vienna. The document contains two
data fields: the male and the female population. Several metadata fields are also given, including the original data source, the license of the data, the NUTS geocode (Nomenclature des
unités territoriales statistiques), and a validity year.
{
"@graph" : [ {
"@id" : "_:b0",
"@type" : "ogdwien:CityContext",
"dateRetrieved" : "2015-03-27T11:09:19.815+01:00",
"dateValidity" : "2012-01-01T12:00:00Z",
"source"
:
"http://www.wien.gv.at/statistik/ogd/b20-nationality-viesubdc.csv",
"license" : "http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/at/",
"spatialContext" : "ogdwien:ZBEZ-0101",
"DISTRICT_CODE" : "90101",

___
22
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"ogdwien:FEMALE_POP_TOTAL" : 2081,
"ogdwien:MALE_POP_TOTAL" : 1940,
"NUTS1" : "AT1",
"NUTS2" : "AT13",
"NUTS3" : "AT130",
"REF_DATE" : "2012-01-01T12:00:00Z",
"ogdwien:SEX" : [ 2, 1 ],
"SUB_DISTRICT_CODE" : "0101",
…
}, …

4.4

Adressservice Wien

The “Adressservice Wien”23 offers a search API for addresses in Vienna with geocoding and
reverse geocoding. The address search with geocoding takes an address, validates it against
the database and then returns attributes such as district, address, country code, street name
street code and coordinates (in different target coordinate systems). With reverse geocoding
the search API must be given a coordinate and responds with the nearest address. In both
modes of operation the API returns a JSON document.
As presented in Section 2.1.2 externally deployed REST services such as the Adressservice are
connected to the SCA via the reverse proxy feature. The reverse proxy server is configured by
the publisher to forward all requests destined to the Adresservice to the actual Adresservice
deployment and eventually also forwards the request response back to the client.
The Adressservice implements the following URLs:

ID

Resource

Beschreibung

1

GET
/OGDAddressService.svc/GetAddressInfo?Addres
s=Geusaugasse 47

Returns address information for the
address “Geusaugasse 47”

2

GET
/OGDAddressService.svc/ReverseGeocode?locati
on=2085.86,342264.68&crs=EPSG:31256&type=
A3:8012

Returns the address nearest to the
coordinate 2085.86,342264.68

Where several request parameters are defined:
crs: a coordinate system such as EPSG:31256, EPSG:4326, EPSG:25834, or EPSG:3857
___
23

https://open.wien.at/site/datensatz/?id=c223b93a-2634-4f06-ac73-8709b9e16888
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jsonp: to control the JSON response format (GeoJSON)
The first URL additionally takes the following parameters:
address: an actual address such as “Geusaugasse 47”
The second URL additionally takes the following parameters:
location: a coordinate to search for
type: a code to determine how many addresses and what type of addresses to return
The final response is a GeoJSON document like the following (URL 1):
{"type":"FeatureCollection",
"crs":{
"type":"name",
"properties":{"name":"EPSG:31256"}},
"bbox":[4693.0,340550.0,4693.0,340550.0],
"features":[{
"type":"Feature",
"geometry":{
"type":"Point",
"coordinates":[4693.0,340550.0]},
"bbox":[4693.0,340550.0,4693.0,340550.0],
"properties":{
"Bezirk":"3",
"Adresse":"Geusaugasse 47",
"CountryCode":"AT",
"StreetName":"Geusaugasse",
"StreetNumber":"47",
"CountrySubdivision":"Wien",
"Municipality":"Wien",
"MunicipalitySubdivision":"Landstraße",
"Kategorie":"Adresse",
"Zaehlbezirk":"0302",
"Zaehlgebiet":"03027",
"Ranking":0.0,
"PostalCode":"1030",
"ACD":"004557",
"SCD":"01478",
"STRABS":"01478009009",
"AdressID":10059489,
"GIP_NAME_ID":10001433,
"HauptIdentAdresse":"H"}}]}

More information is available in the Addresservice documentation24,25.
___
24
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https://open.wien.gv.at/site/files/2015/04/reverse-geocoding-doku.pdf
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4.5
4.5.1

Other potentially interesting data sources
Employment statistics of Linz and Graz

Similarly to the Open Government Data Wien REST API we can also integrate data from other
OGD portals. In this case we can integrate employment statistics from the cities Graz and
Linz26.
By calling the corresponding REST API, the SCA will return a JSON document containing the
number of unemployed men and women for each year and month.

4.5.2

Public WLAN Vienna

An API giving the positions of public Wifi access points can be implemented by the Adressservice Wien by providing the necessary API request parameters. However the public Wifi points
are also available in a separate data source27 in JSON or CSV file. The JSON version can be utilized via the reverse proxy feature just as other external services. The positions are encoded in
the following way, exemplified by a Wifi access point in the first district:
{"type":"Feature",
"id":"WLANWIENATOGD.665201",
"geometry":{"type":"Point","coordinates":[16.371370924800157,48.20800678900329]},
"geometry_name":"SHAPE",
"properties":{"OBJECTID":665201,
"NAME":"Stephansplatz1",
"ADRESSE":"1., Seilergasse 1 ",
"WEITERE_INFORMATIONEN":"http://www.wien.gv.at/ikt/egov/wlan/index.html",
"ANBIETER":"http://www.wien.gv.at/ikt/egov/wlan/wlanmultimediastationen.html",
"SE_ANNO_CAD_DATA":null}}

4.5.3

Quality of bathing waters

Austrian bathing waters are regularly tested for different pathogenic agents (enterococci,
e.coli) as well as temperature and depth of visibility. These measurements are taken by AGES Institut für medizinische Mikrobiologie und Hygiene Wien and published as Open Data in JSON
format28. The SCA can use this data again directly with its reverse proxy feature. Next an excerpt of the JSON result:
"BADEGEWAESSERID":"AT1110002000120010",
25

https://open.wien.gv.at/site/files/2015/04/adressservice-doku.pdf
http://data.linz.gv.at/katalog/wirtschaft/arbeitslose/2013/Arbsu_2013.csv
27
https://www.data.gv.at/katalog/dataset/354f9aa0-2f0a-4cdf-9b60-d023da93cc76
28
https://www.data.gv.at/katalog/dataset/2646025c-8ab9-4850-b76c-c2f508b34798
26
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"BADEGEWAESSERNAME":"Stausee Ritzing",
"BEZIRK":"Oberpullendorf",
"GEMEINDE":"Ritzing",
"LONGITUDE":"16.470699","LATITUDE":"47.629901",
"ANSPRECHSTELLE":"Bezirkshauptmannschaft Oberpullendorf",
"STRASSE_NUMMER":"Hauptstra\u00dfe 56",
"PLZ_ORT":"7350 - Oberpullendorf",
"TELEFON":"+43 2612 42531",
"EMAIL":"bh.oberpullendorf@bgld.gv.at",
"WASSERQUALITAET_JAHR_VOR_VOR_VORIGES":"1",
"WASSERQUALITAET_JAHR_VOR_VORIGES":"A",
"WASSERQUALITAET_JAHR_VORIGES":"A",
"WASSERQUALITAET_JAHR_HEUER":"",
"TGESPERRT":"0",
"ENTEROKOKKEN_EINHEIT":"KBE\/100ml",
"E_COLI_EINHEIT":"KBE\/100ml",
"WASSERTEMPERATUR_EINHEIT":"\u00b0C",
"SICHTTIEFE_EINHEIT":"m",
"MESSWERTE":[{"D":"2014-08-18
11:57:00","W":20.5,"E":15,"E_C":15,"S":0.8,"A":1},
{"D":"2014-07-28 10:29:00","W":23.5,"E":15,"E_C":15,"S":1.4,"A":1},
{"D":"2014-07-07 12:23:00","W":22.8,"E":15,"E_C":15,"S":1.4,"A":1},
{"D":"2014-06-16 15:00:00","W":21.6,"E":15,"E_C":15,"S":1,"A":1},
{"D":"2014-06-02 13:45:00","W":16.5,"E":15,"E_C":15,"S":1.2,"A":1}]},

4.6

Demo APP consuming example APIs

By using a first prototype demo APP it will be shown how a mobile app can be published based
on the Smart Citizen Assistant framework and how its unified interfaces can be used. In addition to this functional demonstration the intention of providing a demo APP is to motivate
third-party developers to create new applications. In this way, the wide use of the SCA framework is promoted.

4.6.1

Context of the Demo APP

Smart Metering allows electricity network operators to provide detailed energy consumption
data for their customers at different online media. It is the central goal of Smart Metering to
help customers saving energy. Therefore, current consumption values will be provided on a 15minute or daily base to raise the awareness for energy usage.
As the figure below shows an entire Smart Metering system consists of intelligent meters
(smart meters) at the client side. At the network operator’s side transmission technology,
computer systems for data acquisition and processing will be needed.
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Figure 16 From smart meter to APP- the flow of data.

In the Transform+ research area the new smart metering technology will be implemented, so it
offers the opportunity to develop a demo app that will support city-dwellers to find out their
energy footprint.
The demo app uses consumption data of electricity smart meters in the Transform+ project
area. The application is designed for end user to display their own consumption of electricity in
an intuitive manner.
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5 Summary and Conclusions
The SCA enables all involved stakeholders (data publishers, application developers and data
consumers) to publish and access data in a controlled manner. Workflows are defined to add
new data to the database, to make selected datasets available to the public through defined
interfaces and for the management of users, rights and responsibilities. From a legal perspective, the publisher of the data must ensure that the data made available through the API do
not violate existing laws and regulations governing data privacy. Similarly, the developer of the
Apps must ensure that the data consumed through the API is used for legitimate reasons respecting the users’ privacy requirements.
The prototypic implementation of the SCA has proven its technical feasibility to act as a platform to serve secure and personal data in the context of a smart city. However, this is only the
first step. The logical next step is to find/define responsible stakeholders in city administration
who should define the business models of adopting such a platform for the city. In addition to
that, relevant data sources must be identified, which can profit from such a platform.
The smart citizen assistant helps in raising the awareness among the data publishers and developers about the value of personal data in the smart city context. It is in the responsibility of
the city administration to set up proper legal and technical framework for rolling out such a
platform for the whole city.
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